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The literature in engineering education and higher education has examined the implications of course-taking patterns on

student development and success.However, little work has analyzed the trajectories of studentswho need to retake courses

in the curriculum, especially those deemed to be fundamental to a student’s program of study, or sequences of courses.

Sequence analysis in R was used to leverage historical transcript data from institutional research at a large, public, Land-

Grant university to visualize student trajectories within individual courses—with attention to those who re-enrolled in

courses—and the pathways students took througha sequence of courses. This investigation considered students enrolled in

introductory mechanics courses that are foundational for several engineering majors: Statics, Dynamics, and Strength of

Materials (also called Mechanics of Deformable Bodies). This paper presents alluvial diagrams of the course-taking

sequences and transition matrices for the different possible grades received upon subsequent attempts for the Mechanics

core courses to demonstrate how visualizing students’ paths through sequences of classes by leveraging institutional data

can identify patterns that might warrant programs to reconsider their curricular policies.
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1. Introduction

Shifts toward a more ‘‘data-driven’’ educational

ecosystem can help address some of higher educa-

tion’s most pressing challenges, such as expanding

access, reducing costs, and enhancing the quality of
educational experiences [1]. With the increase in the

quantity of data, reduction of computational costs,

and development of new tools and techniques to

identify and visualize patterns from such data,

institutions can enhance the potential for student

success by learning from existing data [2]. For

example, determining patterns in existing transcript

longitudinal data can help colleges and universities
assess curricular policy and system level perfor-

mance [e.g., 3, 4]. Within this research area, authors

have largely focused their attention on developing

models based on entering student characteristics to

identify predictor variables and to forecast future

events [5], but the concept of course-taking patterns

as a phenomenon has not received as much atten-

tion [6]. Decisions related to course-taking, how-
ever, are fundamental to a student’s experience in an

institution and can have important practical impli-

cations on students’ retention, graduation, and time

to degree, and, consequently, their financial bur-

dens. Given the highly sequential nature of under-

graduate engineering curricular plans, a single

course has the potential to extend students’ time
to degree by one or more semesters, translating into

many thousands of dollars in tuition, fees, living

expenses, and lost salary from subsequent employ-

ment.

Building upon previous work studying founda-

tional engineering courses [7, 8], our paper demon-

strates how we can visualize and learn from existing

institutional course-taking data. We focus our ana-
lysis on some of the most troubling ‘‘gatekeeper’’

classes for undergraduate engineers—such courses

stall progress in the major, and roadblocks emanate

from them broadly because they are often funda-

mental prerequisites for required courses later in the

degree program [9]. Within undergraduate engi-

neering, the introductory sequence of mechanics

courses (i.e., Statics, Strength of Materials or
Mechanics of Deformable Bodies, and Dynamics)
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are often characterized by large lecture halls and

high rates of near-failing, failing, or withdraws (i.e.,

dropping a class before a grade remains on a

student’s permanent record)—often referred to as

the ‘‘D-W-F rate’’ [10]. Although these three foun-

dational courses are essential for certain majors,
prior work has also shown thatmany students try to

find ‘‘workarounds’’ for the courses by using trans-

fer credit to replace one or more of the courses

before attempting them at their primary institution

[10]. The result of the substitutionsmay be an added

cost for students but may also increase the like-

lihood of success in that course if the transfer credit

pathway is sufficiently easier than the intended path.
Thus, as depicted in the conceptual framework

presented in Fig. 1, students can take a variety of

paths through this sequence of gatekeepers. The

path to an engineering degree from the ‘‘starting

line’’ to the ‘‘finish line’’ is conceptualized as a path

down a roadway. Fig. 1 is not meant to be compre-

hensive; rather, it is meant to illustrate that paths to

an engineering degree are not straight and free of
adversity for everyone. The ‘‘detours’’ are meant to

capture unforeseen issues that lead to a student

needing to retake a course at the institution or a

community college and transferring in credit. Simi-

larly, detours could lead to a student switching

majors or leaving the institution altogether, which

we frame as a ‘‘detour’’ relative to the initial plan

(we do not cast any kind of judgment on those
decisions, as a variety of reasons can explain such

detours). In our analysis, we aim to visualize the

paths using institutional data and identify the

different academic performance implications of

each path.

We address the following research questions:

RQ1: What are the array of pathways that students

commonly take through undergraduate engineer-

ing gatekeeper courses, specifically the core
Mechanics courses?

RQ2: What is the relationship between the path-

ways in RQ1 and academic performance in sub-

sequent courses?

By addressing these research questions, our ana-

lyses demonstrate how leveraging existing institu-

tional data can yield amore nuanced understanding

of the implications of these different pathways

through the curriculum as academic advisors,
instructors, and students navigate recommenda-

tions and decisions related to course-taking.

2. Literature review

Of the existing studies that have focused on course-

taking patterns, the most predominant focus has
been on the role of course-taking in vertical transfer

from a two-year to a four-year institution [11–15].

Similar research focused on pathways to four-year

degrees has examined the role of pre-college course-

taking patterns [16–19]. The common tools of

analysis in both research areas include ordinary

least squares (OLS) and hierarchical linear model-

ing (HLM) [20], which have been used to create
predictive models for a variety of outcomes, such as

transfer or degree attainment. For example, Riegle-
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Fig. 1. Conceptual depiction of the multiple paths students may follow through a ‘‘gatekeeper’’ undergraduate Mechanics course.



Crumb [21] used HLM to predict the highest math

course students would have taken by the end of high

school based on students’ demographic variables.

The higher level predictive models are useful for

examining the effects of different treatments and

determining the impact of predictors.
However, using the aggregate predictive methods

of regression can minimize the nuance of the indi-

vidual units of the analysis. Course-taking

sequences are often simplified into bins that capture

the outcomeof the trajectory rather than the process

students go through the curriculum. For example,

Kelly [22] outlines the course-taking bins by placing

trajectories into categories such as ‘‘Greater than
Algebra II or Geometry’’ or ‘‘Algebra II or Geo-

metry or not both’’ to investigate racial differences

in mathematics course-taking. More specific exam-

ples in engineering education are provided byTyson

[23], who used multinomial logistic regression to

assess the effects of achievement in high school and

grades in physics and calculus on subsequent out-

comes, as well as Lord et al. [24] who studied the
relationship between grades in science, technology,

engineering, and math courses and subsequent out-

comes. Both studies aggregated course-taking tra-

jectories andused themas a variable but removed an

underlying structure in the data—its sequential

nature. More recent endeavors to capture the

‘‘structure’’ of the trajectories have used clustering

techniques to elicit patterns across general cate-
gories of classes [25]. Compared to the aggregate

predictive methods, the exploration of trajectories

beyond a variable in regression is less explored.

Although some progress has been made toward a

more thorough treatment of the unit of analysis, few

papers have attempted to make sense of more

specific course-taking patterns using techniques

like sequence analysis—especially in the discipline
of engineering education. Mills [26] conducted a

sequence analysis to examine course-taking pat-

terns in mathematics concerning Hispanic students

at public two-year colleges to infer transfer and

degree attainment, but other literature using such

an approach is scarce. Within the engineering con-

text, Almatrafi et al. [6] identified course-taking

trajectories of engineering students in Data Analy-
tics who were high-achieving, which determined the

‘‘structure’’ of the patterns and is in the spirit of

sequence analysis. In addition,Hachey,Wladis, and

Conway [27] examined student success in online

courses based on their prior experiences, but ‘‘retak-

ing’’ a course was not understood in the sense of re-

enrolling in the same course, as is typical for the

mechanics sequence.
Heileman, Slim, Hickman, & Abdallah [28]

described a curriculum analytics tool that explored

the complexity of different curricular arrangements,

which can quantify the extent to which curricular

sequencing, difficulty, and connectedness between

courses relates to students’ time to degree. The tool

determined ‘‘delay factors’’ of different courses,

thus empirically identifying a course’s function as

a gatekeeper. Finally,Heileman, Babbitt, Abdallah,
andDougher [29] also examined the flowof students

through their entire university curriculum using

Sankey (or Alluvial) diagrams. The existing work

onflowdiagrams and sequence analysis inspired our

analysis concerning pathways through the gate-

keeper engineering courses.

3. Data and methods

In this paper, we focus on a similar sequencing

phenomenon but seek to offer a different point of

view by exploring the specific patterns of course
taking—or the processes students go through as

they navigate gatekeeper courses—using ideas

from sequence analysis and data visualization. We

focus on variations tied to specific gatekeeper

courses as experienced by students, whereas Heile-

man et al. [28, 29] focused on the curricular

sequences laid out by programs.

3.1 Data description

This study draws upon a longitudinal transcript
data set of students who attended a large, public,

Land-Grant university in the United States. The

population included students who had taken

Statics, Mechanics of Deformable Bodies (Strength

of Materials), or Dynamics between 2009 and 2016

for all possible course terms: fall, spring, both

summer sessions, and winter. The data encom-

passed a total of 11008, 7170, and 7811 observa-
tions of students who enrolled in Statics,

Dynamics, and Mechanics of Deformable Bodies,

respectively. As a subset of records maintained by

the university’s registrar, the data set is compiled

from institutional research transcript information.

Each observation is an instance of a course that is

either one of the three Mechanics courses or a

prerequisite of the cluster (e.g., Calculus). An
observation is composed of several pieces of

administrative information to designate the

courses: course term, course subject, course

number, and course reference number. The remain-

ing variables directly attached to the student

include a student identifier, credit type of the

course (taken at the institution versus transferred

in), major, overall grade-point average (GPA),
institution admit type (i.e., transfer, first-time in

college), and first and last term of attendance. One

advantageous feature of the data set is that the

subset of mechanics course attempts can be con-

sidered institution population-level data since all
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students who took the mechanics courses are

represented.

3.2 Data preparation

The study had two phases: (1) analysis of course re-
taking patterns, and (2) analysis of course-taking

with two different classes. The data cleaning proce-

dure was fundamentally the same for both efforts,

albeit with slightly different binning procedures.

Using theRprogramming environment, we restruc-

tured the data to prepare for curricular sequence

analyses.As afirst step, all gradeswere binned into a

stock A-F (T/W) grading scale, disregarding plus
and minus grades to simplify the structure of the

sequences. A ‘‘T’’ grade refers to course credit

transferred from a different institution that is not

factored into the student’s overall GPA. The ‘‘W’’

grade reflects a withdrawal without grade penalty

from the course. (Students may select this option

before final exams.) For the second phase of the

analysis, grades were binned into ‘‘Pass’’ and ‘‘Fail’’
categories so that {A,B,C} denotes {Pass} and

{D,F} denotes {Fail}.Withdrawal (W) and transfer

(T) grades were not re-binned. The data were

originally in a panel format, where each observation

was an instance of a student enrolling in a course.

Observations for each student were consolidated

into a single observation in a ‘‘longitudinal’’ format

where the columns indexed the course term, and the
observation was a student’s series of attempts in the

course (Fig. 2). This format allowed for a visual

examination ofwhen studentswere enrolling and re-

enrolling in the courses. The ‘‘TraMineR’’ package

enabled the functions to run the analyses. The

sequence objects, a formal data type in the package

used to run the other functions, were then con-

structed using the ‘‘seqdef’’ function from the
‘‘TraMineR’’ package.

The sequences in the secondphasewere connected

to the degree the student received. If the student

received an engineering degree based on the degree

code, the observation was designated ‘‘Grad w/

ENG.’’ If the student graduated, but not with a

degree in engineering, the observation was marked

with ‘‘Grad w/o ENG.’’ Finally, if the student had
no degree recorded, the observation was designated

as ‘‘No degree.’’ Six-year graduation rates were

utilized; therefore, students who enrolled within

six years of the data pull were excluded from the

analysis. To filter out false positives for ‘‘No

degree,’’ students who likely would not have grad-

uated by the time of data collection were removed

from consideration by excluding students enrolled

six years before the date of the data pull. Six years
was chosen as a conservative estimate of the engi-

neering time to degree. The filtering lowered the

number of students enrolled to a total of 2064,

1124, and 927 observations in Statics, Dynamics,

andMechanics of Deformable Bodies, respectively.

To avoid courses taken concurrently and simplify

the visualizations and analysis, we formed

sequences of Statics to Dynamics and Statics
to Mechanics of Deformable Bodies using the

TraMineR package in R [30–31]. The tools pro-

vided by the TraMineR package concern the ana-

lysis of sequences and allow for plotting sequences

in a variety of formats, examining their longitudinal

characteristics, and measuring the similarity

between sequences [31]. However, we used the

‘‘alluvial’’ package to create cleaner diagrams after
data exploration with TraMineR. The Alluvial

diagrams were created by forming sequences using

the ‘‘seqdef’’ function on the longitudinal observa-

tions like in the first phase, then using the ‘‘seqtab’’

function to obtain frequency counts of popular

sequences. Patterns with more than 10 occurrences

were considered since frequencies fell exponentially

thereafter. The values were entered in a separate
spreadsheet, loaded into RStudio, then taken as the

argument of the ‘‘alluvial’’ function. By abstracting

the course-taking trajectories as categorical

sequences, the TraMineR and alluvial packages

can be leveraged to make sense of students’ curri-

cular decisions at the macro-level for each course.

3.3 Analysis

To examine course-retaking patterns, we used Tra-

MineR’s seqtrate function to compute the probabil-

ities associated with transitioning from one state to

the next. Each element in the sequence is an attempt

at a specific course, and the states are the grades

received in the course. The output of the seqtrate

function is an n-by-n transition rate matrix, where n
is the number of states, and each element of the

matrix is the probability of moving from state i to

state j. More precisely, the probability statement
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Fig. 2. Transformation of observations from panel format to a single longitudinal format.



tells us the following: given the sequences of grades

without gaps from the dataset, what is the prob-

ability of a student receiving a grade of X given that

he or she received a grade of Y on the previous

attempt from any point in the sequence [31].

To visualize sequences of courses, we examined
patterns from Statics to Deforms and Statics to

Dynamics. Although the courses technically

follow a chain of three courses in some sense, the

sequences were treated as separate chains to avoid

difficulties of analyzing sequences with two courses

potentially taken in the same semester. The ‘‘allu-

vial’’ package was used to construct an alluvial

diagram of the pathways for the two scenarios.
Alluvial diagrams are used to analyze structural

changes in a system over time [32]. Alluvial plots

are composed of nodes (levels of categorical vari-

ables) and flows, which are streams of colored area

connecting the nodes together. The nodes are

arranged in columns, called steps, such that each

column is a categorical variable, and the nodes

within it are the associated levels of the variable.
Larger, thicker flows correspond to a large propor-

tion of observations following that pathway.

In the case of our study, the alluvial diagrams

were used to visualize the pathways of students

through the two-course sequences of interest.

Each step was a different course, and the nodes

were the potential outcomes (e.g., Statics—F, failed

Statics). Some pathways only have one or two
courses, whereas other pathways have three

courses, a characteristic which presents a challenge

when constructing the alluvial diagram. To address

the challenge of the unequal pathway lengths, NA

nodes were added so that each pathway had three

elements in the sequence.

3.4 Limitations

The existing data set inherits some limitations.

Additional demographic data would have been

helpful to include in the analysis beyond student

admit status, but the information was withheld

because of privacy concerns. The type of transfer

credit is also unspecified, so we cannot determine if

transfer credit was received at a community college
or another four-year institution. Developing an

understanding of the effects of specific types of

transfer credit would require more information

about the other institutions and the students them-

selves, particularly if the credit comes from a com-

munity college. The type of transfer could suggest

students have different prior experiences, which

may affect their overall success in traversing the
core mechanics sequence and beyond. For instance,

students transferring from a rural community col-

legemay have experienced the same course in title as

a student transferring from a large, public four-year

institution, but the educational experiences likely

differed greatly.

Additionally, our analyses do not explore varia-

tion in pathways by students’ intended major. The

mechanics sequence may be more relevant for

certain engineering majors than others, and such
variation could explain students’ decision-making

when determining the appropriate curricular path.

For example, students majoring in mechanical

engineering may have been compelled to take a

more rigorous Statics sequence at the four-year

institution, whereas students majoring in industrial

and systems engineering may have been more likely

to seek workaround options since the content is less
relevant for that major.

4. Results

The results are separated into three parts. First,

cross-tabulations of student performance are pro-

vided by admit-type to contextualize the two pre-

vailing types of students in the dataset. The division

of the cross-tabulations was motivated by our

observations of student behavior. A surprisingly

large pathway taken was one in which transfer

credit used on the first attempt of the course by
students who were concurrently enrolled at the

institution from which the data set originates. The

most common sequence in retaking a course was

withdrawing from the course, then transferring

credit for each of the three courses; in the case of

Mechanics of Deformable Bodies, the sequence

occurred at least twice as frequently as the other

sequences. In other words, students left the course
before the end of the semester and opted to take the

course at another institution for credit. Considering

the high frequency at which students transferred

both before attempting the course at their primary

institution and after withdrawing, we opt to show

the cross-tabulations of student performance

separated by admit status (i.e., first-time in college

versus transfer student from another postsecondary
institution). Second, course-taking patterns are pre-

sented to show how students repeat the founda-

tional mechanics courses. Third, we connect the

courses in pairs to explore what pathways are

common for students between the two courses

concerning degree attainment.

4.1 Cross-tabulations by admit-type

The first set of results provides a portrait of the

multiple pathways with which students entered the
institution before taking the Statics sequence. The

cross-tabulations are updated calculations from [8]

since more academic terms were added to the data

set since the previous publication. Table 1 provides

a cross-tabulation of students’ performance on the
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first attempt of the course sequence based on their

admit status. Students who performed well enough

in their first attempt of the course by earning a C

could move forward in the sequence without need-
ing to consider trying again for a reasonably higher

grade.

Of the 8016 first-time in college-admit students,

10% chose to take Statics elsewhere and transfer the

credit they earned into their primary institution

(denoted by the ‘‘T’’ category). Perhaps even more

shocking is the number of students who withdrew

from the course. Seventeen percent of first-time in
college students selected the ‘‘W’’ option, meaning

that they withdrew from the class after the sixth

week of the semester but before the final exam,

regardless of performance in the course. Only 7%

of transfer students withdrew, but most of the

observations for Statics with transfer students are

within the ‘‘T’’ category (66%)—meaning most

transfer students bring in credit for Statics from
another institution. Students most frequently

earned a C if they took the course at the institution

across both admit types on their first attempt.

It was found that 19% of all students retook the

course at some point in time by restructuring the full

data set and calculating the number of times stu-

dents repeated Statics. Therefore, nearly one-fifth of

all students had to take a course detour for Statics.
Understanding re-taking patterns became the next

step in our analysis considering the large portion of

students retaking the course. A crosstabulation of

the earned grades served as the first step of analysis

to gain a broad picture of the dataset.

In comparison to Statics, we can make similar

observations for two of the next courses in the
Mechanics core, Mechanics of Deformable Bodies

(‘‘Deforms’’) (Table 2) and Dynamics (Table 3).

Again, a sizable portion of first-time in college

students, 11%, transfer in credit for Deforms on

their first attempt. Like Statics, about 51% of

transfer students bring credit for Deforms with

them upon matriculating. In the case of Deforms,

8% of first-time in college students withdrew from
the course, and unlike Statics, the most common

grade for students was a B.

Dynamics is exceptional relative to Statics and

Deforms because it has the largest percentage of

students who transferred in credit on their first

attempt at 19%. In fact, the T grade was the most

common outcome, ahead of the letter grade C.

Transfer students brought in credit for Dynamics
66% of the time. About 11% of first-time in college

students withdrew from the course on their first

attempt.

4.2 Individual courses: re-taking patterns

As noted, given the high proportions of students

who retook the three Mechanics classes, our next
step was sequencing the multiple attempts at the

same class followed by connecting courses together

and examining progression through them. First, we

describe re-taking patterns using transition
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Table 1. Cross-tabulation of First Attempt in Statics Grades between Admit Status

Course Grades

Admit Status A B C D F T W Total

First-Time In College 1202 1614 1819 739 468 806 1368 8016
Transfer 54 67 80 41 38 681 73 1034
Total 1256 1681 1899 780 506 1487 1441 9050

Table 2. Cross-tabulation of First Attempt in Deforms Grades between Admit Status

Course Grades

Admit Status A B C D F T W Total

First-Time In College 927 1552 1406 534 309 666 458 5852
Transfer 65 100 115 56 30 440 57 863
Total 992 1652 1521 590 339 1106 515 6715

Table 3. Crosstabulation of First Attempt Dynamics Grades between Admit Status

Course Grades

Admit Status A B C D F T W Total

First-Time In College 655 1137 1172 532 283 1059 597 5435
Transfer 26 60 63 27 22 510 69 777
Total 681 1197 1235 559 305 1569 666 6212



matrices, which were calculated for Statics,

Deforms, andDynamics using the TraMineR pack-
age. Table 4 displays the transition matrix for

Statics in its entirety. The leftmost column shows

the previous grade, and the top row shows the next

grade. The n’s are row-wise, meaning there are n

instances of the previous grade as an antecedent to

the next grade. For example, there were 247

instances of D as a previous grade.

An entry in the matrix shows the probability of
receiving the next grade given the previous grade

was earned. Therefore, the elements of the matrices

are conditional probabilities of a sequence transi-

tioning from one state to the next at any position in

the sequence. In other words, the values represent

the probability of receiving a grade of X after

receiving a grade of Y, regardless of when the first

grade, X, might occur. The matrix can be quickly
read to obtain the probability of simple scenarios

occurring. For example, consider a student who

withdraws from Statics. In the context of the data

set, there was a 7% chance of that student receiving

an A on their next attempt (i.e., the 0.07 value in the

table). Note that probabilities may not add to one

row-wise because of rounding for ease of interpreta-

tion.
The first salient feature of the transition matrix is

the first two rows of all zero probabilities, which

should intuitively make sense. A student who

receives an A or a B will almost certainly not

enroll in the same course again. Next, the C row

contains students who passed but were likely not

satisfied with their grade. Unfortunately, empirical

results indicate that the students who retook the
course after earning aCweremore likely to perform

worse than their previous attempt. (The probability

of the sum of withdrawing or earning less than a C

was larger than the probability of improving.) The

row-wise n is quite small though (only 6), so the
finding is more of a curiosity to use as an example in

interpreting the matrix. Students who earned a D

and then retook the course fared better but were

most likely to receive only one letter grade better

(35% chance). Students who failed and then retook

the course were almost as likely to fail again (20%)

as they were to receive a C (23%) Twenty-six

students who transferred in credit for Statics re-
attempted the course, perhaps attempting to

increase their GPA because transfer credit does

not factor into cumulative GPA. Students retaking

the course after transferring were most likely to

withdraw (35%).

The most likely next step for students who with-

drew from Statics was found to be transferring in

credit from another institution (26% of the time).
Students who received an F (failing grade) in the

first instance of the course followed by transferring

in credit 20% of the time. Such findings raise

questions about equity across students of different

socioeconomic statuses because students would

have to pay additional tuition to take a course at a

different institution. Our findings pose the question

of whether transferring in credit from a different
institution was an accessible option for all students.

Next, Table 5 displays the transition rate matrix

forMechanics ofDeformable Bodies. As in Table 4,

the sparse first three rows of A-C are unsurprising.

For students who received a D and retook

Mechanics of Deformable Bodies, the probabilities

of receiving the next grade are distributed similarly

compared to Statics—a one letter grade improve-
ment is still most likely (40%). Students who decided

to retake the course after failing were nearly equally

likely to receive another F as theywere to receive aC
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Table 4. Transition Matrix for Statics for number of attempts greater than two

Grade n [-> A] [-> B] [-> C] [-> D] [-> F] [-> T] [-> W]

[A ->] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[B ->] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[C ->] 6 0 0.17 0.17 0.33 0 0.17 0.17
[D ->] 247 0.16 0.30 0.35 0.09 0.05 0 0.04
[F ->] 532 0.04 0.13 0.23 0.14 0.20 0.20 0.06
[T ->] 26 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.08 0.15 0 0.35
[W ->] 1253 0.07 0.16 0.21 0.14 0.12 0.26 0.04

Table 5. Transition Matrix for Mechanics of Deformable Bodies for number of attempts greater than two

Grade n [-> A] [-> B] [-> C] [-> D] [-> F] [-> T] [-> W]

[A ->] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[B ->] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[C ->] 2 0.50 0 0.50 0 0 0 0
[D ->] 87 0.09 0.22 0.40 0.14 0.09 0 0.06
[F ->] 270 0.01 0.07 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.23 0.05
[T ->] 7 0 0 0 0.14 0.43 0 0.43
[W ->] 561 0.07 0.10 0.18 0.10 0.06 0.46 0.02



(21% and 21%, respectively) but were most likely to

transfer in credit by a slight margin (23%).
Mechanics of Deformable Bodies exhibited less

frequent transitions from W to F (6%) relative to

Statics (12%).

Finally, Table 6 displays the transition rate

matrix for Dynamics. Once again, the first three

rows are sparse since students likely will not retake a

course in which they received a passing grade.

Unlike Statics and Mechanics of Deformable
Bodies, students who retook Dynamics after earn-

ing a D were most likely to improve by two letter

grades (33%). In the case ofDynamics, studentswho

withdrew from the course were found to transfer in

credit for their next attempt 31% of the time. Those

who failed did not transfer in credit as frequently

(16%) compared to Statics and Mechanics of

Deformable Bodies; instead, the students were
more likely to try again and fail or receive a C

(19% and 23%, respectively).

4.3 Connecting courses: course-taking patterns

Although the transition matrices inform specific

course-retaking behavior, we can also investigate

students’ curricular progression regarding course

sequences. To extend our discussion beyond view-

ing courses from an individual perspective, we
connected the courses and visualize course-taking

behavior across two courses logically sequenced

after one another. Because of the diversity of

requirements in the majors at the institution,

some students may only have Statics as a required

class, whereas other students will need all three

courses. In the case the student did not take a

course in the second or third columns in the alluvial
diagram, the path travels through an NA box, or

boxes. The NA box is simply a placeholder to

preserve the structure of the diagram. For example,

a student traveling through Statics - P ->NA ->NA

-> Grad w/ ENG means the student passed Statics,

did not take Dynamics or Deforms, then graduated

with an engineering degree. The NA box does not

imply a course other than Dynamics or Deforms
was taken. For simplicity, we split the sequences

into Statics -> Deforms and Statics -> Dynamics

since the courses could potentially be taken con-

currently.

Figure 3 displays the alluvial diagram for course

sequences involving Statics and Mechanics of
Deformable Bodies that occur at least ten times.

Flows through those courses are then connected to a

graduation outcome. For instance, most students

pass Statics on the first attempt (i.e., the largest box

on the left side of the figure), then about half of those

students pass Deforms on the first try and graduate

with an engineering degree. Another set of flows

indicate a subset of the students withdraw or fail
Deforms and splinter off into other paths, including

transferring in credit. Some majors do not require

Deforms, as can be observed by students who

passed Statics and then flowed through the NA

box ultimately to graduate with an engineering

degree. We note the numerous paths after passing

Statics that still endwith an engineering degree. The

streams flowing into the engineering degree box
include students who have failed each class, with-

drawn from each class, and transferred credits from

other institutions for each class. Such a result could

be shown to students who do not perform well in

their first instance taking Statics—it could help

them recognize that they still could earn an engi-

neering degree, albeit a much less common path as

depicted by the diagram.
The diagram also helps visualize some of the

different implications of the decisions to withdraw

from or transfer in course credit. About half of the

students who transferred in credit for Statics ulti-

mately graduated without an engineering degree.

That same pattern did not hold for the students who

decided subsequently to transfer in credit for

Deforms on either their first or second attempt, as
those students tended to graduate with an engineer-

ing degree. About two-thirds of students who

decided to withdraw from Statics on their first

attempt ultimately did not earn an engineering

degree. Most students who withdrew from

Deforms, however, continued and passed Deforms

during their re-take attempt. As noted, Statics and

Deformsmay have different levels of importance for
different majors in engineering, but considering

course sequences visually in this manner helps

illuminate how the withdraw or transfer curricular

policies ultimatelymay play out differently based on

the course under investigation.
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Table 6. Transition Matrix for Dynamics for number of attempts greater than two

Grade n [-> A] [-> B] [-> C] [-> D] [-> F] [-> T] [-> W]

[A ->] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[B ->] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[C ->] 4 0.75 0 0 0 0.25 0 0
[D ->] 243 0.12 0.33 0.30 0.12 0.08 0 0.03
[F ->] 340 0.05 0.19 0.23 0.16 0.19 0.16 0.02
[T ->] 14 0.14 0.29 0.14 0.07 0.14 0 0.21
[W ->] 523 0.10 0.18 0.21 0.10 0.10 0.31 0.02



Figure 4 displays the alluvial diagram for course

sequences involving Statics and Dynamics for

sequences that occur at least ten times. As before,

the flows through the two courses feed into gradua-

tion outcomes. About half of students who pass
Statics on the first attempt pass Dynamics on the

first try and graduate with an engineering degree.

Like Deforms, not all majors require Dynamics,

which is represented by the path of students who

passed Statics on the first attempt, flow into the NA

box, then graduate with an engineering degree.

We can still see the patternwhere about half of the

students transferring in credit for Statics graduated
without an engineering degree, so observations

concerning Statics from Fig. 3 are still visible in

Fig. 4. Like Deforms, students who also transferred

in credit for Deforms on any subsequent attempt

were able to graduate with an engineering degree,

contrasting the previous pattern with only Statics.

Unlike Deforms, all flows through Dynamics lead

to the student earning an engineering degree—even
failures. In otherwords, any studentwho enrolled in

Dynamics earned an engineering degree for the

frequent sequences—i.e., 10 or more occurrences.

5. Discussion

Using the longitudinal plots in Figs. 3 and 4,

patterns of student course-taking patterns could

be gleaned from the flows. The span of the possible

paths students took was a testament to the diversity

of student experiences, even in such a specific
context as taking a sequence of two courses. The

transition matrices proved to be a valuable tool for

analysis that provided another layer of detail at the

single course level, as it allowed the entire collection

of sequences to be described as a single stochastic

matrix capturing the various ways students can

navigate the courses. In fact, the matrices are

probabilistic expressions of revealed preferences
[33], which show the points at which students are

willing to invest more time in receiving a better

grade in a course. While the underlying rationale

explaining ‘‘why’’ students behave is obscured by

the purely quantitative interpretation, valuable

insights into how students choose to retake their

courses can be gleaned from examining how stu-

dents respond to each state.
The information in the transition matrices and
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Fig. 3. Alluvial diagram of Statics to Deforms sequences occurring > 10 times.



alluvial diagrams is useful to academic advisorswho

are providing recommendations to studentswho are

struggling in any of the three mechanics core

courses. Although the aim is not cruelty in the

sense of saying ‘‘there is no hope of passing the

course if you receive an X in class Y,’’ the prob-

abilities can provide a basis for course-taking

recommendations and policy [e.g., 14]. Depending
on the reader’s worldview on the function of uni-

versities, limiting the number of times a student can

take a course can be a policy that is well-intentioned

but can constrain student choice. Certainly two

positive outcomes of a limiting policy are to increase

classroom efficiency regarding class size and reduce

the individual student’s investment in higher educa-

tion [34], which carries other indirect costs when

retaking courses. On the other hand, should the

student be able to fail a course repeatedly? Should

students have complete autonomy with their invest-

ments in higher education? By leveraging institu-

tional data to visualize such patterns, curricular
policymakers can use existing data and sequence

analyses to consider such pressing questions.

Two points of concern emerged from the ana-

lyses, as students seemingly found paths to gradua-

tion despite poor performance in the foundation
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Fig. 4. Alluvial diagram of Statics to Dynamics sequences occurring > 10 times.



courses and used potentially unusual transfer credit

paths.

5.1 Flows of failure paving success?

Many students were able to graduate with an
engineering degree despite some of the pathways

having students who earned exclusively below a C-.

This observation led to a search for which disci-

plines of engineering the students were able to enter

with such a performance. Comparing these results

with plans of study for each major within the

college, the path through which students failed

both Statics and Dynamics was associated with
instances of students majoring in industrial and

systems engineering. Although both courses

appear in the required curriculum for the major,

prerequisite minimum grades were not enforced for

the mechanics courses like they were for math,

statistics, and within-major courses. Rather, stu-

dentsmust have an in-major and overall GPAof 2.0

or better to remain in good academic standing. It is
feasible for a student to receive a D in both courses

(which is binned as failing in the diagram) and still

be successful, which explains the confusing flows

containing only failure but still resulting in graduat-

ing with an engineering degree. An implication of

this finding could be to re-examine the necessity of

requiring certain courses for a degree. If students are

still overwhelmingly successful in a major despite
such performance in those courses, we might ques-

tion how relevant the courses are for their success in

the major. The visualizations might identify an

opportunity for a program to reduce its credit

hour requirements or to allocate credits within a

degree more effectively.

5.2 Oddities in transfer credit

An odd discovery in the data was the family of

transfer transitions across all the courses. One

would expect the probability of a student retaking

a course after transferring in a course for credit to be

zero; yet, the transition ratematrices disagree.A few

potential explanations come tomind.First, students

may retake the course because of uncertainties

related to the transferability of the credit; this
would explain the high withdrawal probabilities

since students would drop as soon as the credit is

approved. A more likely explanation is that the

students were attempting to boost their GPAs by

enrolling in a familiar course for which they already

had credit. The GPA padding strategy may indicate

the role that academic eligibility and major change

policies have on student behavior, but more work
would need to be done tomake a causal connection.

The high W rates would then be a result of the

students realizing they are not performing as well as

they had hoped or deciding the course was not

worth repeating. The rates could have implications

on time-to-degree, as students may have wasted an

opportunity to take another course that allowed

them to progress toward a degree.

5.3 Replicating in other contexts

Those wishing to replicate the methods described in

this paper can use existing transcript data if certain

data requirements are met. Likely any statistical

programming environment is suitable, but this

effort used two specific packages in the R environ-

ment, ‘‘TraMineR’’ and ‘‘alluvial.’’ The student-

level dataset should have at least the following
variables:

An index to sort students—The dataset used in

this paper was prepared in consultation with the

university’s institutional research unit after filing

the necessary paperwork to conduct human

subject research with the Institution Research

Board. Student names were replaced with

dummy identification numbers. A similar process
likely can be followed at other institutions, but it

would be important to consult with the office,

department, or individuals maintaining student

records as institutions follow different student

data policies.

Course name/number—Some variable needs to

exist to identify the courses taken by each student,

otherwise the sequences will be ambiguous.
Course term—The course term will aid in ensur-

ing the sequences are formed in the correct order

and showwhich courses were taken concurrently. A

broader analysis of when students took the courses

could be completed as well.

Course grades/marks—The grades are at the

center of the analysis, so the grade earned in the

course must be in the dataset.
Graduation outcome—If interest lies in gradua-

tion outcomes, a graduation indicator is necessary.

The variable could be a major or degree the student

earned at graduationor simply a yes/no. The dataset

for this work specified the major, so categories of

‘‘grad w/ ENG’’ and ‘‘grad w/o ENG’’ could be

created.

Time first enrolled—Knowing when a student
began at the institution is vital to ensure any

assumptions about graduation are valid. The

‘‘time first enrolled’’ variable can be used to omit

any studentswho could not possibly have graduated

yet.

Next, cleaning must be done. The dataset pro-

vided was in a panel/longitudinal format in the

context of this work. Do any necessary cleaning
like subsetting observations only containing the

courses of interest or removing students who

could not have possibly graduated yet with respect

to the timing of the data. For example, a student
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who took Statics last year has a low chance of
graduating this year since Statics occurs so early in

the curriculum. Therefore, set a time window to

consider for the analysis to make sure a ‘‘did not

graduate’’ outcome for a given student is a valid

assumption. Next, create the graduation variable to

connect the course sequences to the outcome. Run

any descriptive statistics of interest.

Following these data preparation steps, pick one
course of interest and form a subset. Transform the

data to make a single observation look like the

example in Fig. 2 where the columns are semesters.

Then, form the sequences using the ‘‘seqdef’’ func-

tion on the transformed dataset by omitting the

gaps between enrollments. The observations will

then have the form of {C, A} or {D, D, T}, for

example. To perform the transition rate analysis,
use the ‘‘seqtrate’’ function with the transformed

data. The matrices in tables 4 through 6 can then be

generated.

To create the alluvial diagrams, pick two or more

courses and form a subset of the students progres-

sion. Change the grades in the sequence to the

course name and a bin for the grades, which are

constructed in somemeaningful way like ‘‘Statics—
Pass’’, ‘‘Statics—Fail,’’ and ‘‘Statics—Withdraw.’’

Do the same transformation as before, and have the

last column be the graduation outcome. Use the

‘‘seqdef’’ function on the data again and omit the

gaps between enrollments. Now the observations

have the formof {Statics-Pass,Deforms-Pass,Grad

w/ ENG}, for example. Use the ‘‘seqtab’’ function

to find the most common sequences, then create a
spreadsheet and enter themas shown inTable 7.Use

‘‘NA’’ or an equivalent designation if the sequence is

shorter than the longest sequence.

Once created, load the csv file back into RStudio

and input the data into the alluvial function. The

plots shown in this paper will then be generated for

your data.

For more information, the user guide and func-
tions of ‘‘TraMineR’’ can be consulted at [30, 31] .

6. Conclusions

This study leveraged institutional data to identify
patterns in course re-taking and sequences across

courses concerning the Mechanics core courses of

Statics, Dynamics, and Mechanics of Deformable

bodies as part of a larger effort to study founda-

tional engineering courses. Rather than focusing on
outcomes of individual courses, this paper provided

examples of data outputs and visualizations that

describe how students navigate sequences of courses

and multiple attempts of a single course. Few

researchers have explored institutional data in this

manner, even though determining patterns in exist-

ing transcript longitudinal data can help colleges

and universities assess curricular policy and system
level performance.

This paper presented two strategies for describing

course-taking behavior: transition matrices and

alluvial diagrams. The transition matrices were

calculated for each foundational engineering

course and could serve as information that is

useful to academic advisors or curricular policy

makers within the college to understand the flow
of students through bottlenecks in the curriculum.

Additionally, visualizing pathways through

sequences of courses similarly identified potential

areas for further discussion within the college con-

cerning curricular requirements. Leveraging exist-

ing data to move toward an understanding of

curricular sequences represents a way in which

institutions can consider how curricular policies
may be adjusted or communicated to students to

reduce students’ time to degree and overall costs of

undergraduate education. This effort is one small

example of the insights nonroutine analyses can

bring.
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